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MONTGOMERY COUNTY HISTORIC PRESERVATION COMMISSION  

STAFF REPORT 

 

Address: 8013 Westover Rd., Bethesda Meeting Date: 10/23/2019 

 

Resource: Non-Contributing Resource Report Date: 10/16/2019 

 Greenwich Forest Historic District 

 

Applicant:  Adrienne and Neil Deshmukh Public Notice: 10/9/2019 

 

Review: HAWP Tax Credit: n/a  

 

Case Number: 35/165-19E Staff: Dan Bruechert 

 

PROPOSAL: Building Addition and Tree Removal 

 

 
RECOMMENDATION 

Staff recommends the HPC approve the HAWP application with one (1) condition: 

1. Approval of this HAWP does not extend to work on the retaining wall or the tree removal as that 

information is incomplete. 

 

ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION 

 

SIGNIFICANCE: Non-Contributing Resource within the Greenwich Forest Historic District 

STYLE: Minimal Traditional 

DATE: c.1949 

  
Figure 1: 8013 Westover Rd., Bethesda. 
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PROPOSAL 

 

The applicant proposes to construct additions to the rear of the house and to remove an existing tree and 

plant two trees.   

 

APPLICABLE GUIDELINES 

 

When reviewing alterations and additions for new construction to Non-Contributing Resources within the 

Greenwich Forest Historic District, decisions are guided by the Greenwich Forest Historic District Design 

Guidelines (Design Guidelines) and Montgomery County Code Chapter 24A (Chapter 24A), and the 

Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation (the Standards).  

 

Greenwich Forest Historic District Design Guidelines  

A. Principles  

The preservation of the following essential elements of Greenwich Forest is the highest priority in making 

decisions concerning applications for work permits. These Principles are not meant to stop or create 

unreasonable obstacles to normal maintenance, reasonable modifications, and the evolving needs of 

residents.  

A1. Greenwich Forest was conceived of, built, and to a great degree preserved as a park-like canopied 

forest with gentle topographic contours, in which the presence of houses and hardscape are 

understated relative to the natural setting. The removal of mature trees and the significant alteration of 

topographic contours on private property, the Greenwich Forest Triangle, and the public right-of-way 

in Greenwich Forest should be avoided whenever possible. The Greenwich Forest Citizens 

Association (GFCA) will continue to support the replacement of trees. In order to protect mature trees 

and the natural setting of Greenwich Forest, and to limit runoff into the Chesapeake Bay, the creation 

of extensive new impermeable hardscape surfaces should be avoided whenever possible.  

A2. The houses in Greenwich Forest create an integrated fabric well-suited to its forest setting. These 

Guidelines are intended to preserve this environment by ensuring that approved work permits include 

appropriate safeguards that protect the following three essential elements of this fabric.  

a. An array of revival American architectural styles that, taken together, make a significant statement 

on the evolution of suburban building styles (see Appendix 2).  

b. The scale and spacing of houses and their placement relative to adjacent houses and the public 

right-of-way. The original developers made decisions on these three elements to understate the 

presence of structures relative to the forest. For example, minimum side setbacks at the time were 

7’ but placement and spacing produced distances between houses that far exceeded the minimum 

14’. Additions and new houses have, in almost all cases, preserved generous space between 

houses and minimized visual crowding with plantings.  

c. High quality building materials and high level of craftsmanship.  

A3. The neighborhood needs to evolve to meet the needs of its residents while maintaining the charm and 

architectural integrity that have been maintained since the 1930s. Introducing new architectural styles 

that are not already present in the neighborhood will detract from its integrated fabric.  

A4. A contributing house may not be torn down and replaced unless there is significant/extensive damage 

that would create an undue hardship to preserve the original structure (see D2). Extreme damage like 

this may be the result of a fallen tree, fire, flood, other natural disaster, or accident.  

A5. A non-contributing house may be torn down and replaced as long as the replacement house replicates 

the architectural style of its predecessor or the style of one of the contributing houses in Greenwich 
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Forest (see Appendix 2). 

 

B. Balancing Preservation and Flexibility  

Greenwich Forest represents a period in the evolution of Montgomery County worthy of preservation, but 

it has also changed in response to the needs of residents since it was created in the 1930s. These 

Guidelines seek a reasonable compromise between preservation and the needs of residents in several 

ways.  

B1. Most of the houses in the Greenwich Forest Historic District are designated “contributing” because 

they contribute to the architectural and historic nature of the district. Contributing structures are 

shown in the map of the districts. These Guidelines are more specific for contributing structures.  

B2. Other houses in the district are designated non-contributing either because (1) they were built more 

recently than contributing houses with other architectural styles (see Appendix 3) or (2) their original 

features have been significantly altered by subsequent modifications. Non-contributing structures are 

shown on the map of the District. The Guidelines provide greater flexibility for owners of non-

contributing houses.  

B3. These Guidelines reflect the reality that nearly all houses in Greenwich Forest have been modified 

since their construction. Owners are not expected to return their houses to their original 

configurations. The modifications they are permitted to make under these Guidelines are based on the 

current reality in the neighborhood, provided that those modifications are consistent with the 

Principles in these Guidelines.  

B4. Property owners have additional flexibility under these Guidelines to make more extensive changes to 

the parts of their houses that are less visible from the public rights-of-way in front of their houses. The 

Guidelines accomplish this by stipulating different levels of review for specific elements on different 

parts of houses. 

 

Levels of review means the nature of review applicable to a proposed modification. The three levels of 

review are:  

• Limited scrutiny is the least rigorous level of review. With this level, the scope or criteria used in the 

review of applications for work permits is more limited and emphasizes the overall structure 

rather than materials and architectural details. The decision-making body should base its review 

on maintaining compatibility with the design, texture, scale, spacing, and placement of 

surrounding houses and the impact of the proposed change on the streetscape.  

• Moderate scrutiny is a higher level of review than limited scrutiny and adds consideration of the 

preservation of the property to the requirements of limited scrutiny. Alterations should be 

designed so the altered structure does not detract from the fabric of Greenwich Forest while 

affording homeowners reasonable flexibility. Use of compatible new materials or materials that 

replicate the original, rather than original building materials, should be permitted. Planned 

changes should be compatible with the structure’s existing architectural designs.  

• Strict scrutiny is the highest level of review. It adds consideration of the integrity and preservation 

of significant architectural or landscape features and details to the requirements of the limited and 

moderate scrutiny levels. Changes may be permitted if, after careful review, they do not 

significantly compromise the original features of the structure or landscape.  

D2. Demolition: Demolition and replacement of contributing houses is prohibited, except in cases of 

catastrophic damage by natural causes or accidents that would cause an undue hardship to repair 

the house. Demolition of non-contributing houses is acceptable under any circumstances, but any 

replacement structure must follow the Guidelines specified below.  

D4. Additions: Additions to contributing and non-contributing houses are allowed. The style of an 
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addition must be compatible and in keeping with the prevailing styles of that house. The style of the 

addition must be compatible with the style of the original house, unless the owner wishes to change 

the architectural style of both the house and addition to another style of a contributing house in 

Greenwich Forest (see Changes to architectural style, below). Additions to contributing houses 

must preserve as a recognizable entity the outline of the original house (not including subsequent 

additions). Side additions to contributing houses are allowed, but the limits of the original façade 

must be demarcated by stepping back the front plane of the addition and by a change in the 

addition’s roofline. Rear additions to contributing houses are allowed within limitations on height 

and setbacks (see D5).1 

D5. Guidelines on dimensions: The total lot coverage of a house may not exceed 25% of the lot area, and 

accessory buildings may not exceed 5% of the lot area. The area of an accessory building may be 

increased by 2%, to 7% of total lot coverage, if the lot coverage of the house and the accessory 

buildings added together does not exceed 30% of lot area.  

Additions should try to preserve ample spacing between houses (see Principle 2b). For example, 

visual crowding between houses could be minimized by placing an addition toward the back of a 

property, placing an addition on the side of a property with greater distance to the adjacent house 

(especially when a side lot abuts the rear setback of an adjacent corner house), or by screening 

additions with plantings. The total of the two side lot setbacks must be at least 18’, with no less than 

7’ on one side. Rear lot setbacks must be at least 25’, though decks no higher than 3’ from the 

ground may extend to an 11’ setback.  

The elevation of the main or predominant ridgeline(s) of a contributing house as viewed from the 

front may not be increased. To avoid excessive increases in the visual mass of houses, the elevation 

of any separate ridgelines of an addition to the rear of the house may not be more than 3’ above that 

of the main ridgeline. 

D7. Building materials: Replacement of roofs, siding, and trim with original materials is strongly 

recommended and is considered maintenance that will not require an application for a work permit. 

Use of non-original “like materials” such as architectural asphalt shingles requires a work permit to 

ensure that they match the scale, texture, and detail of the original materials and are consistent with 

the overall design of the existing house. For example, homeowners wishing to replace slate or tile 

roofs may use alternative materials that match the scale, texture, and detail of the roof being 

replaced. If an original slate or tile roof had been replaced with non-original material before July 1, 

2011, the homeowner may replace the existing roof in kind or with another material consistent with 

the architectural style of that house. 

D15. Tree removal: The preservation of the large mature trees in Greenwich Forest is a high priority of 

these Guidelines, but there are circumstances in which removal may be unavoidable. Trees smaller 

than 8” in diameter (measured at 5’ height) may be removed without an application for a work 

permit. Larger trees may be removed without an application for a work permit if a certified arborist 

provides documentation to the decision-making body stating that the tree is dead, diseased, dying, 

or a hazard (e.g., a threat to public safety or the structural integrity of the house). Each tree removed 

for these reasons should be replaced by one tree in the manner described below.  

In planning landscape modifications, additions, and replacement houses, homeowners may propose the 

removal of trees with diameters greater than 8” (measured at 5’ height). If there is an obvious 

alternative siting that would avoid removal of mature trees, the application for a work permit should 

include a brief explanation of why that alternative was rejected. In such cases, the functional needs 

of the homeowner should be respected. If applications propose the removal of trees larger than 8” in 

diameter (measured at 5’ height), the site plan for the proposed modification must include the 

 
1 Under the Greenwich Forest Design Guidelines, additions to non-contributing resources are subject to lenient 

scrutiny. 
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installation of two replacement trees for each tree removed as a result of the modification. These 

proposals are subjected to strict scrutiny (see Appendix 1) to ensure that homeowners have not 

overlooked viable options that would avoid tree removal and that the plan for installing new trees 

adheres to the following guidelines. Each tree removed from the forest canopy must be replaced 

with two trees chosen from canopy species already established in the region (e.g., White Oak, 

Nuttall Oak, Scarlet Oak, Greenspire Linden, American Beech, Ash, and Tulip Poplar). If the forest 

canopy is well established over the site, one of the two replacement trees can be chosen from an 

understory species that is already established in the region (October Glory Red Maple, Red Sunset 

Red Maple, Black Gum, and Sycamore). Ornamental trees such as American Dogwood, 

Serviceberry or Amelanchier, and Eastern Redbud are native and desirable plantings, but they 

cannot be counted as replacement trees because they do not contribute to the canopy. 

D17. Windows, dormers, and doors: Door and window replacements are acceptable, as long as the 

replacements are compatible with the architectural style of the house. Replacement windows with 

true or simulated divided lights are acceptable, but removable (‘snap-in’) muntins are not permitted 

on front-facing windows of contributing houses. Front-facing dormer additions to third floors are 

permitted on non-contributing houses and on contributing houses, if such additions do not involve 

raising the main roof ridge line (as specified in D5) and if the addition is compatible in scale, 

proportion, and architectural style of the original house. 

 

Montgomery County Code, Chapter 24A Historic Resources Preservation  

 (b)     The commission shall instruct the director to issue a permit, or issue a permit subject to such 

conditions as are found to be necessary to insure conformity with the purposes and requirements of this 

chapter, if it finds that:            
(1)     The proposal will not substantially alter the exterior features of an historic site or historic 

resource within an historic district; or 

(2)     The proposal is compatible in character and nature with the historical, archeological, 

architectural or cultural features of the historic site or the historic district in which an historic 

resource is located and would not be detrimental thereto or to the achievement of the purposes of 

this chapter; or 

(d) In the case of an application for work on an historic resource located within an historic district, 

the commission shall be lenient in its judgment of plans for structures of little historical or design 

significance or for plans involving new construction, unless such plans would seriously impair the 

historic or architectural value of surrounding historic resources or would impair the character of 

the historic district. (Ord. No. 9-4, § 1; Ord. No. 11-59.) 

 

Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation 

2. The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved.  The removal of distinctive 

materials or alteration of features, space and spatial relationships that characterize a property will 

be avoided. 

3. Each property will be recognized as a physical record of its time, place and use.  Changes that 

create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural features or elements 

from other historic properties, will not be undertaken. 

5. Distinctive materials, features, finishes and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship 

that characterize a property will be preserved. 

 

STAFF DISCUSSION 

 

This HAWP application is comprised of two elements, a building addition, and a tree removal.  The tree 

removal and concurrent work on the retaining wall is not under consideration as that portion of the 

application is incomplete. 
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Building Addition 

The building at 8013 Westover Rd. was constructed as a one-story ranch in 1949 and had a second story 

added sometime around 1999.  This addition occurred prior to the establishment of the Greenwich Forest 

Historic District, so the HPC was not involved in evaluating this construction. 

 

The current proposal calls for the construction two additions on the rear of the property.  The first part of 

the addition is a second-floor addition above the existing family room, and an expansion off the first-floor 

kitchen.  Staff finds that these changes will not have a significant impact on the visual character of the 

house or surrounding district and recommends approval. 

 

The second-story expansion at the rear involves modifying the existing roof pitch to a shallower pitch and 

creating what is, in effect, a wall dormer expansion.  The ridge height will be retained, the only change in 

the massing of the house will be the alteration to the slope of the roof.  At the rear, a pair of tri-part 

Andersen 200 series windows will be installed on the second floor.  These are generally consistent with the 

vinyl windows found throughout the house.  The siding and roofing of this new feature will match the 

existing (i.e. asphalt shingles and painted clapboard siding).   

 

The second addition is an expansion of the first-floor kitchen at the rear.  This new addition will project 

approximately 10’ (ten feet) to the rear and will be approximately 18’ (eighteen feet) wide.  The entirety of 

this expansion will be obscured by the existing building and it will not be visible from the surrounding 

district.  At the rear, the applicant proposes installing a pair of Andersen 200 series slider doors on the left 

and a pair of one-over-one sash windows in the middle.  On the right side of the rear, the applicant proposes 

to introduce a new full-lite door.  The siding and roofing will match the existing.  Staff finds that this new 

construction will not alter the appearance of the house from the right of way and is a minimal expansion of 

lot coverage (from 19% to 20.8%), well below the 25% maximum identified in the Design Guidelines. 

 

Staff finds the new building at the rear of the house complies with the requirements of the Design 

Guidelines, Chapter 24A-8(b)(1), (2), and 24A-8(d) and Standard 2; and recommends approval of the new 

construction. 

 

Tree Removal 

To the northeast of the house is a 43.75” (forty-three and three-quarters inch) d.b.h. Tulip Poplar.  The 

applicant proposes removing this tree and cites a retaining wall that is failing that needs to be demolished 

and reconstructed as the reason for its removal.  The applicant submitted a letter from Bartlett Tree Experts 

recommending that the tree be removed. 

 

Staff has reviewed the applicant materials and has found that the information presented is incomplete and 

sections of it are contradictory.  Staff recommends the tree removal not be evaluated as part of this HAWP 

until there is sufficient information to conduct the appropriate analysis. 

 

First, there is no information regarding the construction, condition, or appearance of the existing wall (aside 

from the fact that it’s 44” (forty-four inches tall).  The site plan shows an outline of a retaining wall and 

identifies the material as brick, but no other information was provided to evaluate the appropriateness of the 

work proposed for the wall. 

 

Second, the application materials present contradictory information.  The floor plan drawings note: “repair 

existing damaged retaining wall – clear all weep holes.”  However, the rear elevation drawings states: 

“existing wall to be removed.”   As this work is at the rear and away from this non-contributing resource, 

Staff would likely support either proposal, but in order to carry out the required analysis a single proposal 

needs to be presented. 
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As stated in the Design Guidelines (D15), the preservation of the large mature trees in Greenwich Forest 

is a high priority.  As such, the Design Guidelines go on to indicate that the burden of proof is on the 

applicant to demonstrate why the proposed modifications cannot be undertaken in a way that would avoid 

the removal of this tree.  Depending on the condition, location, and method of reconstruction of the existing 

wall, it may become obvious that the tree needs to be removed, however, based on the information provided 

Staff cannot make a recommendation one way or the other as to the removal of the tree.   

 

Staff recommends any approval of this HAWP not extend to the removal of the Tulip Poplar or work on the 

retaining wall.  A revised HAWP application should be submitted to directly to Staff for hearing at a future 

date and should include at a minimum the following: 

• Photos of the existing wall, both in context and of details showing the condition of the wall; 

• A narrative of the work proposed detailing the construction method of the existing and new wall; 

• Elevation and section drawings of the proposed wall; and 

• Any other information requested by the HPC. 

 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

 
Staff recommends that the Commission approve with one (1) condition the HAWP application under the 

Criteria for Issuance in Chapter 24A-8(b)(1),(2), and (d), having found that the proposal will not 

substantially alter the exterior features of the historic resource and is compatible in character with the 

district and the purposes of Chapter 24A;  

and with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation #2, and #5,  

 

with the added condition that that the approval not extend to the work on the retaining wall or tree 

removal; 

 

and with the general condition that the applicant shall present the 3 permit sets of drawings, if 

applicable, to Historic Preservation Commission (HPC) staff for review and stamping prior to 

submission for the Montgomery County Department of Permitting Services (DPS) building permits;  

 

and with the general condition that final project design details, not specifically delineated by the 

Commission, shall be approved by HPC staff or brought back to the Commission as a revised HAWP 

application at staff’s discretion; 

 

and with the general condition that the applicant shall notify the Historic Preservation Staff if they 

propose to make any alterations to the approved plans.  Once the work is completed the applicant will 

contact the staff person assigned to this application at 301-563-3400 or 

dan.bruechert@montgomeryplanning.org to schedule a follow-up site visit. 
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